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Dear Friend of The Africa Fund,
Today it is intellectually fashionable to dismiss Africa as the continent of pestilence and
ethnic conflict. A respected African American journalist even expresses gratitude that, because of
slavery, he was born in America instead of Africa.
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No one would deny that Jtfricahas its problems. But the chic cynicism in so much of the
media ignores the very real progress in Africa:
--- Civil war has given way to peace and reconstruction in Mozambique, Uganda and Eritrea.
--- Democracy is replacing dictatorship in countries as far apart as Ethiopia and Malawi.
--- In South Africa, many thousands of people have running water and toilets for the first time
and now see hope for education, housing and jobs.
America is not just a passive spectator in Africa. U.S. policy will help to determine
whether democracy and development succeed or fail.
Let me give just a few examples:
A genuine commitment to democracy and human rights could have forestalled the current
crisis in Zaire. Instead the U.S . and its Western allies propped up the corrupt Mobutu
dictatorship. Now the same mistake may be made in Nigeria with tragic consequences.
If U.S. development aid is preserved at an adequate level, children will be inoculated
against communicable diseases and schools and roads will be built.
Africa is starved for investment. Socially responsible U.S. investment could help spur
economic growth that would reach all the people, not just a very few at the top.
This is why The Africa Fund has always made U.S. policy a major priority in our work.
We have also learned that lasting positive change comes from the bottom up. Unless people
across the country are willing to speak out, policy too often changes as quickly as the
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personalities in power, frequently reflecting corporate interests rather than those of farmers,
workers or students.
The Africa Fund is working to build the same kind of broad coalitions that won sanctions
against apartheid:
*Weare about to hold a National Consultation on U.S. Policy Toward Africa which will bring
leading state legislators together with Members of Congress, representatives of the Clinton
Administration and African ambassadors. The consultation will help these legislators become
advocates for Africa.
* The Consultation will be followed by a series of regional meetings on impacting Africa policy
from the local level. These will include not only public officials but religious, labor and
community leaders. We will use these regional meetings to build broad coalitions around issues
including human rights, aid and investment.
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*Weare involving people in every region of the country with the struggle for democracy in
Nigeria. Recently we brought a delegation of national religious leaders to dialogue with the
Corporate Secretary of M:obil Oil, the largest U.S. investor in Nigeria. They urged Mobil to end
its collaboration with the Nigerian military dictatorship's violent repression.
This is the kind of hard, patient work it takes to get results. No wonder some people find
it easier to just dismiss Africa altogether.
I am writing to you because I know you care about Africa's future.
I hope you will contribute generously so that we can help Africans build freedom, human
rights and economic development.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
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Jennifer Davis
Executive Director

P.S. I have enclosed our 1996 Annual Report. This is our way of communicating with you about
the vital work we did last year. I hope you will read it carefully. I would welcome your
comments and suggestions.
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